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Birds' grim fairy tale ends
by Wolf Depner

UBC was the team to beat in Canadian university men's basketball this year. At the
start of the season many thought they'd
bring home the national crown for the first
time in 2 5 years.
But following an early exit from the playoffs this weekend, the Birdmen are left wondering what went wrong in a campaign that
started with so much promise.
After finishing in fourth place in Canada
West with a disappointing 11-9 record, UBC
faced first-place Victoria in the opening
round of the playoffs.
Vikes' point guard Allister Wilmott, who
was perfect on 14 free throws, scored 27
points and collected seven rebounds as
Victoria downed UBC 90-83 in the third and
deciding game Sunday afternoon.
After losing 79-65 Friday night, the Birds
forced the final showdown with an impressive 91-82 win Saturday.
They stayed with the Vikes to the bitter
end on Sunday, but couldn't make the shots
against a superior team that had more guns
firing.
"What we wanted to do is play our best
basketball at the end of the year, and we
did," said T-Bird head coach Bruce Enns.
But moral victories are fleeting, a fact not
lost on the players.
"We showed a lot of heart, but it was too
late," said guard John Dumont who paced
the Birds with 25 points on Saturday. "If we
had played the way we did the last few days
we would not be in fourth spot and we
would not be over here."
"We all busted our butts and I think it was
a good team effort," added John Dykstra.
"The difference was that UVic was just
tougher today. They wanted it more and...we
couldn't stop Hinrichsen."
Eric Hinrichsen did the leg work with

another bruising effort in
the low post and on the
boards Sunday, freeing up
Wilmott for quality shots
from the high key.
The Birds simply did not
have the players to match up
with the likes of Hinrichsen
after centre 6'8" Curtis
Mepham left school over
Christmas.
"Today is a day when you
really miss a guy like Curtis
who can step in there and
bang with the big boys," said
Dykstra who did
an
admirable job defending
Hinrichsen, but was still outmatched at times.
Eric Buder played with
four fouls for the most of the
second half and fouled out
with more than three minutes left. Jeremy Adrian had
a poor outing while Joel
Nickel was firmly planted to
the bench all weekend along.
With no inside game to DESPAIR: Darcy Deustcher and Jason Uusher watch (or don't
speak off, the Birds worked
watch) their play-off hopes slip away, RICHARD LAM PHOTO
hard to set up good shots
from the perimeter, which in the end just ing good and they just weren't dropping," he
did not connect.
said. "I hurt the team'in that regard."
"The hoop got smaller as the game went
While the team finally showed its full
along," joked Enns, who saw his team go potential over the weekend, it wasn't
without a bucket for four minutes late in the enough and it remains to be answered why
game while the Vikes pushed their lead to it took so long for this talented team to find
five in the same stretch.
its form.
"We were getting good looks and every"Why do you think I look like I'm 75
body got good shots," said Dumont. "They years of age," Enns asked. "We have been
were just not falling for some people."
fighting that question and fighting that quesJust ask Dykstra. The veteran forward tion all season long."
started the game with two straight three poinEnns and the Birds could not find the
ters, but went ice cold as the game went on.
answer fast enough to turn the season
"When I popped off, my shots were feel- around when they still had a chance. •

Service takes hit in Van library cuts
by Todd Silver

Students can forget about spending late nights hitting the books
at any of Vancouver's public
libraries.
Cuts to the library's budget
have forced services to be scaled
back, meaning many branches
will close earlier and Vancouver's whole library system
will shut down for a week this
summer.
Heather Inglis, president of
CUPE 391 which, represents
about 700 public library employees, told The Ubyssey that having
the main downtown library open

only two evenings a week would
definitely affect students. And it's
part of a trend, she said. "There
has been a complete erosion in
library service in the past five
years," she said. "And it's going
to happen again next year."
The blame, according to
Madeleine Aalto, director of the
Vancouver Public Library, must
be laid at the feet, of city council.
"The city required these cuts,"
she said, "there were other possibilities, but we made the best
decision that we could."
Most cuts, Alto said, will be of
the backroom variety which the
Library Board hopes will have a

limited effect on services.
$180,000 will be cut from
adniinistrative areas such as the
rebinding of books.
Rebinding, Inglis said, is no
small service and the $80,000
cut to its budget will mean that
worn out books and publications
which can not be put on the shelf
without library binding may
begin to disappear from circulation.
The city and students will also
feel the pinch when the entire
Vancouver library system closes
for a week this August. The timing, Alto said, was chosen
because public schools are out

and fewer post-secondary students are studying. Other periods, such as the Christmas break
were considered but rejected
because of the costs of statutory
holidays, multicultural concerns
and the library's role as a meeting place.
What is ultimately lacking,
Inglis said, is direction from the
library board. Until that direction is clear, she said, students
need to be concerned about the
future of the library system.
"UBC students need to be aware
ofthe situation and do what they
can to ensure the libraries continue their role in education."*?*

in
by Keri Kosuri

(CUP)—North America's
' ^ ^ t t v o m s n ' s studies institute may he
l:fipt down if Concordia University's
^IfpEainis .ration has its way.
* *••;•' The university is recommending
-;-tke closure of its Simone de Beauvoir
institute, despite its high profile,
'•because the institute failed to raise
;;siifi.cient revenues.
^ " T h e Simone de Beauvoir Institute
^should. be closed, the Women's
program and facully transl i ^ i ' J © another department and t i e
spjga*e8ucatiQnal activities of the
ilie carried on by a unit such as
>&'iWnmen's
Centre/ wrote Jack
tstone, Concordia's vice-rector, in
a proposal titled "Our Immediate
Future."
With the cutbacks to education in
Quebec, Lightstone said, only coEeges
that attract "outstanding students"
should remain. "The university must
ask of each of the colleges whether it
has fulfilled its mandate and whether
students of high quality come to
Concordia who would not otherwise
do so," he said.
Kaarino Kailo, interim principal of
the Simone de Beauvoir Institute, said
she was shocked the university would
even consider the proposal. "When we
first heard the recommendation we
were taken aback on many levels," she
. said. "We weren't consulted. It was the
non-participatory process that first
?<upset everybody. The way it was han|4fMed:was very insulting to us as
•women. It helped mobilise a lot of
•anger."
"?f.transferring the women's studies
f program to the women s centre won't
work, Kailo said, because the centre is
" unable to meet the Institute's research
seeds.
*• And although Lightstone's docu; merit cites a broad range of cuts to be
inade to Concordia's entire arts facul' iy„ Kailo said Lightstone's arguments
for the closure of the institution are
invalid.
"We are viable both economically
and in terms of Concordia's mission
statement that stresses tolerance of
difference, and our universal function
as social critics, and promoting multipulturahsm in Quebec," she said.
'A//The recommendation to close
-fifhvm the Institute is a backlash
^against all diversity. It's not just
T women that are under fire»
—source: The Link
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Condos for Sale/UBC
* OCCUPY OR RENT *
Furnished DELUX large 1 bdrm.
7appls. 821 sq.ft. Rent $1575
3 fir. 5735 Hampton. Must sell
$219K. Sutton Larry 760-6430.
Accommodations/For Rent
Accommodation available in the
UBC Winter Session single student
residences
Rooms are available in the UBC
single student residences for
qualified women and men student
applications. Single and shared
rooms in both "room only" and
"room and board" residences are
available. Vacancies can be rented
for immediate occupancy in the
Walter H. Gage. Fairview Crescent
Totem Park. Place Vanier. and
Ritsumeikan - UBC House
Residences*.
Please contact the UBC Housing
Office in Brock Hall for information
on rates and availability. The
Housing Office is open from 8:30
am - 4:00 pm weekdays, or call
822-2811 during office hours.
* Availability may be limited for
some residence areas and room
types.

Pledged and didn't like it? Start
your own fraternity! Zeta Beta Tau
is looking for men to start a new
chapter. If you are interested in
academic success, a chance to
network and an opportunity to
make friends in a non-pledging
brotherhood, e-mail zbt@zbtnational.org or call Bret Hrbek at
(317)334-1898.

Word Processing/
Secretarial
Word processing/typing. 20 years
experience. APA specialist, laser
printer, student rates. Tel: 2288346.

Transcription services available.
Flat rates, quick completion.
Call
Verbatim
Professional
Transcription services. 733-3422.

Tutoring
Writing Tutor Available
Graduate and undergrad levels
Grammar - Diction - Composition
Proofreading & Editing
Research Papers/ Essays/ Theses
$15-12 an hour (fee negotiable for
larger projects) J. Nelson 873
5747. available on a one-time or
regular basis

Miscellaneous
Brazilian Jiu-Jitsu
Info call 688-5303
Wine $3 a bottle. Come and make
your own at Angel Winemaking
BroadwayAlma. 730-6060.
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The Ubyssey would like to thank all the students who voted and the out-going directors
Shelley Gornall (Pres.), Areni Kelleppan (Student at Large) and Jeff Orr (Student at Large)

Ubyssey
Staff

The Ubyssey staff meets Wednesdays a t
12:30pm in SUB241K. All students are
encouraged to attend t o find out j u s t
what we're up t o with your five dollar fee
levy. We could be buying ourselves new
clothes, spending it on druqa, who
knows? Come out and investigate.

This week, we will be discussing the following:
• Special Issues-Pride, womens, race
• WRCUP conference-a post-mortem
• Elections-who wants t o edit next year
• CUP liason
• Other business

Student Rush Nights!
...Exclusive savings of 50% offforvancouver
Canucks & Grizzlies games

Come on in.

BRING IT ON.
Vancouver Canucks
vs. San Jose Sharks

^Vancouver Grizzlies

vs. Utah Jazz

Thu., M a r 2 0 • 7 : 0 0 pm

un., Mar. 2 • 12:00 noon

Vancouver Canucks
vs. Los Angeles Kings

ancouver Grizzlies
vs. New Jersey Nets

Mon., Mar. 2 4 • 7:00 pm

Thu., Mar. 6 • 7:00 pm

Vancouver Canucks

Vancouver Grizzlies
vs. Denver Nuggets

vs. Mighty Ducks of Anaheim
Wed., Mar. 2 6 • 7 : 0 0 pm

Every Friday, for
UBC Students Only
Deadline: Wednesday at Noon

ifyiir

"Why do
you think
racism
exists?"

Fri., Mar. 21 • 7:00 pm

Tickets start from iust I Tickets start from just

20.50

•

S12.75

Present your valid student photo identification - anytime up to an hour and a
half (90 minutes) prior to gametime - at any TicketMaster outlet or at the Orca
Bay Box Office at General Motors Place (Sate 10).
IPORTt * I N f M T A I N M I N T

Classifieds

' «

,VAHCOUVC|>

O ORCA BAY
Friday

Speak UP
and t i n us

ai
^Jt "V|^^ JH^M^a^^^^u VH^^^^^a.

tfKfcHS^MRl
Discount applies to prices ranging from $18.25 - $53.00 for the Grizzlies, and $40.25 & $47.75 only
for the Canucks. Limit" of four tickets per student per game while quantities last. Prices include GST
but are subject to applicable service charges. Offer only good for games listed on this flyer. Offer cannot be combined with any other promotion.

LNH»241Kly
Itarch1lr1tf7
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McGill to privatise international students
by M-J Milloy
MONTREAL (CUP) - Foreign students will
be private students next year at McGill
University if a controversial plan to raise
more money is passed by the university
senate this week.
The university might "keep the tuition
fees which are collected from the students
and not remit them to the government. The
government will, as a result, remove the
funding for these students," wrote Phyllis
Heaphy, McGill's vice-principal in charge
of finance in a memo outlining potential
budget plans. "But the net result should be
in McGill's favour."
Heaphy estimates that privatising international students could net McGill over
three million dollars next year.
The memo indicates the university is currently discussing the idea with the Ministry
of Education, which refused to comment.
Currently, Quebec universities send all
money they receive from international students to the provincial government, which
then divides the money between the
schools. Since McGill has the largest number of international students, it donates
much more than it receives.
Although the plan does not say whether
international students would end up paying

including the Canadian Federation of
Students' Quebec component, spooked after
a year of radical change in how universities
are funded in the province.
"We are not sure what this means...it
could be that the adnunistration and the
province are signing deals, for
which neither have mandates, to
remove students from public funding," said Erin Runions, the Quebec
chair for the CFS.
irr
Runions, along with other
McGill students, is planning to
- A N N A KRUZYNSKI protest against the memo at the
POST-GRAD STUDENT SOCIETY EXEC next meeting ofthe senate.
But they'll have a tough sell.
simply does not have the mandate for such Heaphy's memo does not leave much of McGill's dire financial straits to the imagination.
radical action.
She estimates that McGill will get almost
This is another brick in the road of privatisation, according to Anna Kruzynski, a $20 million less from Quebec City than it
student executive of the post-graduate stu- did last year, representing a cut of almost
15 percent.
dent society.
Those numbers leave McGill in the hole
"Many members of the community are
feeling betrayed by the current administra- for over $6 million, and contribute to
tion's consistent attempts to remove McGill McGill's current total debt of just over $60
million—the largest per student debt of any
from public funding," said Kruzynski.
"This is not the kind of principled posi- university in the western world.
tion we feel a university administration
On top of the plan to privatise internashould be taking," she said.
tional students, Heaphy is also proposing
Although still just a proposal, this latest that the university charge each student a
trial balloon has many student leaders, new administrative fee of $265, increase

more, McGill may be able to charge them
whatever it likes if the university pulls them
out of the public system.
Student leaders were quick to question
McGill's plan, fearing a further erosion of
accessibility. One suggested that McGill

"Many members of
the community
are feeling betrayed

the fees for already private programs and
charge post-graduate student m o r e for
some programs.
Privately, some student leaders are worried that McGill's fiscal situation, along with
the government's plan to loosen regulations
on tuition fee levels, could lead to McGill
pulling all students out of public fundingcreating Canada's first fully private university.
If so, that might galvanise the province's
student politicians into common action,
instead of the many small and uncoordinated battles that each are fighting against the
province's changes to education funding.
Chantal da Silva, McGill's undergraduate
student representative for external affairs, and
provincial director of the Canadian Alliance of
Student Associations, is currently looking
into a lawsuit against the provincial government over their plans to charge out-of-province students more than those from Quebec.
Meanwhile, after last fall's series of
strikes and occupations, the leaders of the
province's CEGEP students have quietly
focused their attention on funding levels.
Having declared victory last fall after the
government announced differential tuition,
the province's largest student group, the
FEUQ, is working with the province's faculty unions to protect job security.*
Source: Quebec Bureau

In Liu of a Faculty club
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by Neal Razzell
Debate over the future of the Faculty Club resurfaced last week at a meeting intended to discuss
the proposed Liu Centre for International Studies.
Despite a timing conflict with a Faculty of Arts
meeting, more than 40 faculty and administrators met and debated four proposed sites for the
new Liu Centre, including the site of the defunct
Faculty Club.
Campus Planning and Development's Acting
Director Rodger Morris said Mr. Liu liked the
Faculty Club site.
And until November, Mr. Liu was going to get
his wish. Fierce faculty resistance, however, produced a stay of demolition for the club.
Now sites adjacent to the SRC, the corner of
West Mall and Memorial Road and International
House are before the Strategic Planning and

CLUB DEAD? Faculty fear that this sign may be all that's left of their club.
RICHARD LAM PHOTO
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Wed-Thurs., Mar.5-6. Norm Theatre, SUB

La Chinoise
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Property Committee, in addition to the original
Faculty Club site.
Last year, a Campus Planning and Development employee, who could not be identified, said
Mr. Liu, who donated $3.75 million to the centre,
wanted a building with a view. "And if he wants a
building with a view, he gets a building with a
view," the employee said.
The centre, which will help provide "a societal
vision" to deal with problems of globalisation and
tribalism, includes what the university calls a
"residence hotel."
And although faculty support the mandate of
the centre, Board of Governors faculty representative Philip Resnick said faculty have serious
problems with "the imperial notion of a large
hotel."
Jo-Anne Nimor, Resnick's faculty colleague on
BoG, agreed. "We're not in the hotel business,"

<s^..^ f
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(^ 5 '5!i RCT5 ^wc e
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WEST 10TH OPTOMETRY CLINIC
Dr. Patricia Rupnow, Optometrist
General Eye
and Vision Care

Facility or
Grounds
Trouble?
Facitty or Grounds
ph: 822-2173
fax: 822-6969
e-mail: tc@plantops.ubc.ca

4320 W. 10th Ave.
Vancouver, BC
(604) 224-2322

Contact Plant Operations
by phone, fax, or e-mail to
report any campus building
or grounds problem and
request service.
Exterior Lights On/y
ph: 822-2173
fax: 822-6969
e-mail: lightsout@plantops.ubc.ca

...Share the Secret...
Daily Baked Goods • Lunch • Dinner
Live Music & Tapas - Thurs., Fri., Sat.

STUDENTS WELCOME
10% discount with student ID
between 3:30 & 6:30 pm
Restaurant • Licensed
Jjh Takeaway • Catering

4434 West loth Ave
222-9800
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Veteran Birds bow out
by Wolf Depner

Coming off the bench in his familiar role as
sixth man, Ibbetson regained his form somewhat, but never found his scoring touch, and
It wasn't supposed to happen this way.
Graduating veterans Brady Ibbetson and Eric Enns said his offensive troubles affected his
Buder wanted to remember this year as a cham- defence.
pionship season. Instead, they now want to forBuder also took the weekend very hard.
get this season, which ended this weekend with Joined by his girlfriend and family, he had a
an early playoff exit against the Victoria Vikes, quick dinner on the ferry and spent a good part
as soon as possible.
of the ride back to Vancouver cooped up on the
While the team played well over the week- car deck.
end, it did litde to lift their spirits. Ibbetson was
"This is definitely not how I pictured it would
in no mood to talk with the media for some time end," he said. "But I think we showed this weekand only warmed up on the ferry ride back to end that when we really want to make a conVancouver.
certed effort, and when everybody is on the
"[Assistant coach] Simon Mitchell said to me same page with the same goal, we can be a realthat I should still be proud of my career and that ly good team. I just wish we showed that more
only one team is going to finish with a win," he consistendy."
said. But his disappointment was obvious to
While Ibbetson played in last year's
everybody and compounded by the fact that he national championships, Buder never had
had not played well this season.
a chance, as a season-ending stress fracture forced him to miss the
it'
tournament.
He spent the entire summer
rehabing his leg, but it never
fully healed and, like the entire
UBC FORWARD team, he never found last
ERIC BUTLER year's form. But this weekend
the two veterans showed one
Entrusted with the starting point guard role final time that they can get the job done.
when the season began, Ibbetson never got comSaid Enns: "These two guys can say 'Yeah, it's
fortable in that role and Birds head coach Bruce too bad we didn't get to go to [the national tourEnns had to eventually take him out ofthe start- nament] in our final year,' but I tell them they
ing lineup in late November after a dreadful both gotta feel good about the way they played
game against Victoria.
down the stretch." •

This is definitely not how I
pictured it would end."

T-BIRD SARAH MAXWELL drops the hammer against the Japanese World
University Games team last week. The visitors beat the Birds 3-2.
RICHARD LAM PHOTO

T-Bird women swept from playoffs UBC Oldtimers take on
by Kevin Woodley

led UBC with 13 points and five
boards in the first half.
VICTORIA (CUP)-You can't fault
Koop was ordinary at best with
the women's basketball team for a eight points as the Vikes generally
lack of effort—in the end the Birds struggled with their run-and-gun
were simply not good enough to offence.
upset the first placed Victoria
The second half, however, was
Vikes in Canada West semi-final a completely different story. While
playoff action this weekend.
EsmaQ disappeared completely in
The Vikes swept the Birds right the second half—she only scored
out of McKinnon gym with a 5 5-4 7 two points and grabbed one
win Friday and a convincing 67- board—Koop picked up 13 points
45 thrashing Saturday night. And and dished out five assists to finthe Vikes did it mosdy without ish with 21.
super point guard Lisa Koop who
Rookie Lindsay Brooke had 10
suffered from the flu.
points, including a key three
Friday night, the Birds pressed pointer with 3:50 remaining to
all game long and went into half- extend UVic's lead to eight.
time leading by six. Laura Esmail
"We know Lisa Koop can score

UVic Vike Lily Crohovac tries to collect a rebound in Friday's win over the
T-BirdS. MARY VALLIS PHOTO

and we know she'll get the big baskets that we need," said Vikes'
coach Kathy Shields.
"But we absolutely have to get
other players contributing."
That was to be the case
Saturday night. UVic's Lisa Bright
led all players with 14 points and
post Angela Mangan added 11.
Koop, meanwhile, only had 12
points, but the Vikes still led 42-26
at halftime as the Birds' offence
sputtered.
"We didn't have large performances from some of the people
we expected to be our leaders out
there," said Birds' coach
Deb Huband, who as a head
coach has yet to advance into the
Canada West final, said "we didn't
rim offence for large chunks ofthe
game. It was just like playground
basketball," she said. Once again,
Esmail led the Birds in halftime scoring with seven, only to
score two measly points in the second half. She also turned the ball
over a game-high five times.
The Birds were also hurt by the
fact that second-year centre
Jessica Mills was in early foul trouble and scored no points.
"This is a disappointment and a
minor setback for her," said
Huband. "But she knows now what
she can do on the floor and she has
three more years to show her stuff.
I'm looking forward to seeing
where Jessica Mills goes basketball
wise and I'm sure she is too."
While the centre position will
be taken care off for the next few
years, the guard spots are a different matter.
They have struggled with dei fensive pressure and "once teams
know that about you they want to
exploit it," said Huband.
"It's an area that this team really needs to improve on in order to
be able to compete."
—source: TheMartlett

varsity women* s hockey
A group of UBC faculty and staff,
all over 50 years of age, have
been playing recreational, noncontact hockey every Monday
evening at the Thunderbird
Winter Sports Centre. The group
was brought together in 1986
by Bob Hindmarch, then
Director of Athletics, and Lew
Robinson. Professor Emeritus of
Geography, to play a touring
team of Japanese old-timers.
They have stayed together since.
Personnel changes slightly each
year, and totals about 30 players
who come from a variety of faculties and departments. Team captain is Dr. Jim Richards, Dean of
aAgriculture.
The women's hockey team
has finished league play and
wanted an exhibition game
against a different type of opponent. They have played the

Men's faculty in past years and
each time the game was. veiy
close. Lew Robinson, team manager of lhe faculty team, says
that 'the women are faster than
us, but we are smarter.' It
should be a good game. Come
oat and see it
-Lew Robbam

BIRD DROPPINGS

A roundup of sports shorts
Golf
18-year Andrew Luke shot a
three under par, 68 opening
round to lead the University of
Portland invitational tournament He leads by three strokes.

The women's volleyball team
has been awarded a wild card
berth for the national championship tournament in Alberta.
The Birds, ranked second in the
nation, will face the Montreal
McGill Martlets on Thursday at
2:00 pm PST.
Football
Former Birds football head
coach has joined the BC Lions as
an assistant coach. Smith, who
coached the Birds between 1974
and 1994 and won a Vanier Cup
in 1982, will handle special team
duties under his former assistant
Adam Rita. •
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VSO evolves with
Marvin Hamlisch

Leapin' le
by Rachana Raizada

by Alison Cole

The Sleeping Beauty
Mar 4-8 at the Queen Elizabeth Theatre
Balanchine said of the ballet Sleeping Beauty
that it "is the grandest, fullest and finest
achievement of Classical ballet—its 'definitive
statement,' and an enduring inspiration to later
choreographers."
This ballet, by choreographer Marius Petipa
and composer Pyotr Ilyich Tchaikovsky, was first
performed in St. Petersburg in 1890. Because it
was the result of an intimate collaboration
between composer and choreographer, the overture to Sleeping Beauty contains in miniature the
story it introduces: one theme represents the evil
fairy Carabosse to be interrupted by the softer
notes of the harp which is the melody for the
Lilac Fairy.
The ballet is based on the story by Charles
Perrault: evil fairy who was not invited to the
party lays a curse, good fairy modifies curse, girl STEPHEN HYDE makes his point in The Sleeping Beauty.
pricks finger and falls asleep for a hundred years,
boy finds girl and kisses her, girl awakes and they get
"It's a fairly easy ballet for the prince," he adds. "I
married.
have just two solos to do and it's mostly mime work and
Stephen Hyde, who will be one of the men dancing some partnering. This is mosuy for the woman; this balthe lead role of Prince Florimund in Vancouver (with let and the challenges are basically for her."
There could not be a dancer in Canada better
Evelyn Hart as his Princess Aurora) concedes that it is
somewhat difficult to portray romance—if it can be equipped to take on these challenges than Evelyn Hart.
called that—in such a fast-forward mode. "It is strange. Says Hyde of his Aurora, "Evelyn has a richness that she
Someone [the Lilac Fairy] just says I am going to show brings to the role because of her experience that is quite
you a beautiful woman and you are already so ready to obvious when you see it."
fall in love with her. It is very fast, that is one of the
Although this performance in Vancouver will be the
downfalls I think ofthe choreography."
first time Hyde dances this particular role with Hart, he
Certainly there is a bit of a letdown after the ballet's has danced with her before in ballets such as Swan Lake
climactic awakening. Perhaps therein lies the moral of and Giselle. A former principal with the Royal Winnipeg
the story. At this point, instead of a romantic pas de deux, Ballet, Hyde is currendy dancing with the company as a
the ballet proceeds to the jubilant wedding scene. This guest artist after a stint with American Ballet Theatre in
contains a dazzling array of dances by a colourful array New York.
of story book characters who provide entertainment for
Among his favorite roles are the male lead in Romeo
the guests.
and Juliet because he prefers human characters, espeHyde considers this ballet a beautiful and lavish fairy cially those which are more romantic. Are more down-totale, and he enjoys dancing it. "It's more classical than earth versions of Mr. Right that far removed from Prince
something like Don Quixote and is more up my alley. I Charming? Perhaps not, as Hyde suggests. "It's kind of
am more of a classicist dancer and I have a solo in it funny, because he seems like he's not so bright. I mean
that's very lyrical. That appeals to me more than some- she's sleeping and I keep going back and forth to the
thing with really high jumps and a lot of tricks and stuff." Lilac Fairy asking her what to do—that kind of thing." •

UBC Women's Centre presents

A Week of Celebration
Monday

Women in Film:

Antonia's Line
The Piano

7pm
9pm

in SUB Theatre

Marvin Hamlisch
with the Vancouver Symphony Orchestra
Mar 1 at the Orpheum theatre
He's a composer, pianist, conductor and sland-up comedian all
in one. Famed musical genius and award-winning Marvin
Hamlisch enthralled an o;ager audience as he performed, along
with the VSO, selections from his vast array of show tunes and
movie themes.
Introducing his diverting persona to the audience,
Hamlisch entertained with light banter and anecdotes about
Stanley Park, Starbucks and Vancouver weather. (What an
astute way to nab his audience's attention.) Such preliminary
enticement proved unnecessary, though, as the pure music;
itself was enough to entertain and captivate throughout.
It was refreshing to see tlie orchestra use its instruments for
something other than the usual classical concertos and symphonies for a change. They accompanied Hamlisch and drummer Michael Keller in performing familiar tunes from A
Chorus Line, Les Miserables and Gershwin's Porgie and Bess.
Being a loyal fan of Barbara Streisand (he was her rehearsal
pianist for Funny Girl), Hamlisch and the orchestra also presented a tribute to the singer, as well as one to Gene Kelly complete with(tap dancing'shoes.
Several VSO soloists were also featured throughout the programme. Especially outstanding (and humourous) was UBC
music faculty member and VSO principal clarinet Wes Foster,
who played a brilliant solo in 'The Entertainer' and deserved
the spotlight that shone his way.
Further proving his capabilities, Hamlisch rendered some
on-the-spot improvisation on the piano that wowed the audience as he made up lyrics while he played. Suggested by an
audience member, the title "Three Tenors In The Rain' was
instantaneously transformed into engaging music and witty,
rhyming lyrics that had everyone in stitches. His "entertainment value" was also measured as he played amusing renditions of 'Happy Birtiiday' in the styles of Bach, MozarL Chopin
and Beethoven.
Concluding Lhe show with the pop ballad 'I've Finally Found
Someone,' made famous hy Barbra Streisand and Bryan
Adams, the audience gave him a standing ovation that lasted
an eternity. Hamlisch may not have been pleased with
Vancouver's dismal rain and snow, but he couldn't have been
disappointed with the city's response to his incomparable
entertainment. •

Student Peer
Advisers, Arts
In a continuing effort to increase the level of service provided by the Faculty of Arts Academic Advising Office, the
Faculty intends to hire three to five students to serve as the
first point of contact for students attending the Academic
Advising Office.

Wednesday

Women in Academia: A panel discussion with UBC women
professors from various faculties including Biology,
Education, .Art history, Computer Science and Women's
Studies. SUB Rm. 215, 12:30 pm

Thursday

Women in Science present a lecture on eco-feminism,
"The Contribution of eco-feminism to earthcare".
Family/Nutritional Science Building, 12:30 pm

Successful applicants must be entering third or fourth year
in the Faculty of Arts and have completed at least 30 credits at UBC. They must possess good organization and communication skills, and be reliable and conscientious workers. Their duties will include offering assistance to students
in finding the correct path to resolution of their inquiries,
referring students to appropriate Academic Advising
Office staff, and scheduling appointments for Faculty
Advisers. Pre-employment training is offered and required.

Friday

Guest Speakers from the Phillipine Women's Centre
SUBThatre, 12:30 pm

Employment will be 5 to 10 hours per week in regular shifts
of between 2.5 and 3.5 hours, morning or afternoon.
Payment is at a rate of $12.45 per hour. Term of employment is September 1997 to April 1998.

Saturday

Meet at Room 130 and go down to the I.W.D. march!!

During the week of March 3-7. Visit the displays and events in the SUB.
For m o r e information contact the AMS Women's Centre at 822-2163.

Applications, including a resume, two letters of reference,
and a statement indicating the qualities the candidate
would bring to the position, must be submitted to Ms
Wendy Trigg, Associate Director, Arts Academic Advising
Office, Buchanan A201 by March 28th.
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STUDENT DISCIPLINE
ADVOCATE
A Lecture Series for
ALL Science
J undergraduates

r
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It's New and it's for you!

"Statistics: A Guide to
the Unknown"
A Science First! Lecture by

Dr. Ned Glick
Professor Emeritus, Department of Statistics
and Health Care & Epidemiology

Thursday, 6 March 1997
12:30 - 1:30 PM - IRC Lecture Hall #6
PARTICIPATE
Questions? Call 822-9876
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UBC BOOKSTORE
presents

0'.

PETER
TROWER
Since 1 9 7 1 , Peter Trower
has written e ight books of
poetry and a novel of West
Coast logging life, Grogan's
Cafe. He will read from his
most recent novel. Dead
Man's Ticket, which is half
logger's tal e, half noir
thri Her.

Free A d m i s s i o n .

Information: 822-2665

^A.^
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by Peter T. Chattaway

at the UBC Bookstore
6 2 0 0 University Blvd.,
Vancouver, B.C.

by Harbour
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Brave new gravity of life

WEDNESDAY,
MARCH 5 ,199 7
1 2 : 3 0 - 1:30 PM

Co-Sponsored

ences to the historical moment are inevitable. One canvas reads: "Don't ask me about 1997?" Another entitled "Come Home for Dinner" says, in large Chinese
Cm AT THE Em OF TIME
at the Access, Artspeak, Foto-Base and Helen Pitt words, "I am not afraid"—perhaps a personal plea for
reassurance.
galleries until Mar 15
Between each canvas there is an open pamphlet of
What you won't find at this Pomelo Project production poetry by PK Leung, written in vernacular Chinese and
is more hype of about Hong Kong's colonial transition. translated into English. His poems are about food. The
"The takeover or the return to motherland?" While this food we desire, the food we consume and the desire
debate looms over the press, the five artists in this col- that consumes us.
laborative exhibit treat Hong Kong as more than a site
As Leung himself puts it, "This whole project
for political speculation.
began with food." It was over food and drink that
The artists, who come from Hong Kong, Canada and these two discussed poetry and decided to collabothe US, are Choi Yan-Chi, Kum Chi Keung, Lee Ka Sing, rate. The poetry came first, but as Le Ka Sing
Jamelie Hassan and Mary Sui-yee Wong. Each artist explains, he is not simply illustrating the poetic
explores their unique relationship to this important word but taking it as a source of visual energy.
However, as I look around the gallery, as I peer
city at a time of intense change.
By bringing all this to Vancouver, the Pomelo into the bland red and black on white canvas, I
Project allows us to catch a glimpse of the exciting cul- fail to see how any of this energy makes its way
tural dynamics that surround Hong Kong. It's a colony to the viewer.
that has been linked historically to Vancouver for some
time, from the importation of Chinese coolies to more
recent investments.
Migration and movement are, perhaps, why it is FOTO-BASE GALLER\/-Choi \lan-Chi
most appropriate that organisers opted for an informal walking tour to present the show. There we were, Next up, an engaging piece of installation art. As we
a group of 30 or so people walking and talking on a enter the gallery we step into an empty classroom
sunny Sunday afternoon. Follow the artist, here we bringing us back to the yesteryears of row-on-row edugo!
cation. At the front there is no teacher, but a TV monitor on the desk plays a repeating video of Hong Kong
©
O
*<J
students uniformed and raising their hands in perfect
conformity.
Around the walls are blown-up
•Hwcolor photographs of student desktop
graffitti. The typical F-words and B%&
words are written in Chinese. Then
%
there are the secret love notes, the
song lyrics and the cartoons—a synopsis of contemporary Hong Kong
youth culture. Nearing the back, on a
multi-leveled magazine rack, are the
workbooks with the endless row-onrow, box-on-box copying of characters, both Chinese and English.
•
•
Choi Yan-Choi, a passionate edu- t '*
cator concerned about the quality of
'•im>
Hong Kong education, explains that
PAST & FUTURE by Choi Yan-Chi.
this is a critique of Hong Kong's colonial education. Significantly, she points out, this classARTSPEAK GALLERy-Lee Ka Sing and PK Leung
room is modelled after a Band Five School in Hong
First stop, a collaboration of poetry and colour ink-jet Kong, the lowest classification in the British class eduprints. On the walls you see canvases with layerings of cation system.
printed graphics. The prints depict various superimThe rigidity of educational structures is not unique to
posed images: old textbook drawings, maps, and Hong Kong. Choi Yan-Chi asks if I think this
Chinese characters.
piece is understood in the Vancouver
These images, put together by Lee Ka Sing, portray context. I think about my history of
a strange collection of personal effects. Cheeky refer- schooling, about myframingin
..J

**

Publishing
W'-^r.."

Plagiarism
wxisreprcscntation
All Cases
C L A Y T O N BURNS P h . D . 222-1286

by Peggy Lee

** "

One of Canada's best-known
poets, Al Purdy, will read from
his latest book, Rooms for Rent
in the Outer Planets, a
collection of thirty years of
published work.

*w

The art of transition

FIND US ON
the 2 n d FLOOR
BEHIND C.I.B.C BANK
UNIVERSITY VILLAGE
2174 Western Parkway

224-6225

XEROX® QUALITY

3^<

ea.

8V 2 x 11,
single sided

LIMITED TIME OFFER

Featuring easy to use High Quality Xerox Copiers.
Automatic Feeder, Auto Double Siding, Reduce/Enlarge!
Also available 8V2 x 14 and 11 x 17 at extra cost.
UBC

Discover t h e Friendly C o m p e t i t i o n !
M o n t o Fri 8 a m - 9 p m • Sat t o Sun 1 0 a m - 6 p m

conformity and about the recent fury over
Surrey's traditional schools, and I answer, "Yes,
undoubtedly yes."

ARTSPEAK-Maru Sui-\lee Wong
<j>

%*>

Last but not least, the "Cagemaker." This installation
piece invades its gallery's space, and as you walk in,
you are made aware that you too are intruding upon a
We follow the pack and on we go, into the small Access personal space—a personal exploration of memory,
gallery where we find Kim Chi-Keung's elegant sculp- history and ultimately identity. Dangling from the ceilture.
ing at different heights are rectangular 'rat' cages and
"Door" is a stacked collection of bamboo birdcages dimly lit yellow or orange light bulbs. Scattered around
from Hong Kong. Stacked together, tall and dense, the the floor and in some of the dangling cages are fabric
caged walls make up three sides of a rectangular clippings with old family photos and newsclips on
space. You listen and hear birds chirping from Hong Kong. The floor is empty except for the fragile
all around. The viewer is invited to walk inside, wooden bed frame and a small wooden chair.
to feel the entrapment, to look out from within.
Mary Sui-Yee Wong speaks about herself and her
Some of the cages have clippings of real estate installation while her young daughter runs wildly
ads, showing the exorbitant prices of real estate in through the exhibit; while the mother, the artist,
Hong Kong.
explores her history, her bi-racial daughter plays. It is
This award-winning sculpture refers to the high- a lovely bliss juxtaposed with an unsettling awareness
density living conditions in Hong Kong. It is inspired of displaced cultural identity. Having emigrated from
by a street nicknamed Bird Alley in Hong Kong, where Hong Kong at the age of seven, Wong says she was too
hundreds of old Chinese men display their pride and young to be aware of the cultural imprint her native
joy: birds in bamboo cages. In these birds, we can see city would have on her in the years to come.
the relation between transportation, migration and
For her, this piece is a retrieval and reconstruction
return. Quite sadly, Bird Alley is slated for destruction of memory. The starkness of the room recalls the bare
in March.
room she remembers from her childhood. In reconOutside Access gallery are Jamelie Hassan's sidering memory she is reconsidering her constantiy
window art pieces. Two of the three windows are changing identity. Wong speaks about the cages, margincovered with black paper, leaving only a hole and alisation and re-marginalisation. As each new wave of
some text on the window. The middle window immigrants arrives, another must make room. As each
filled with shredded paper new wave of racism surfaces, the old community must
and cheesy souvenir re-defend itself. She speaks of a truth that exists within
boats from Hong Kong. many immigrant communities and she does it well. •

1996/97 MURRIN LECTURE SERIES
University of British Columbia

Three lectures on

AccEss-Kim Chi-Keung and Jamelie Hassan

braving a lively grave
by Robin Yeatman

ing dignity to a completely pitiful
character: a failed, ingratiating,
DONNIE BRASCO
depressed, low rank mobster. He's
ALDOUS HUXLEY: THE GRAVITY OF LIGHT
at Famous Players the- never been able to achieve the level
Mar 6-7 at the Pacific Cinematheque
of greatness he's always dreamed
atres
of, despite his loyalty and obedience
Oliver Hockenhull's Aldous Huxley: The Gravity of Light has been comMike Newell takes gang- to the rules, which include murderpared to Errol Morris's A Brief History of Time, and it's not hard to see
ster movies to a new ing friends and sawing up their
why: both films probe the efforts of certain famous thinkers to come
dimension in Donnie dead bodies.
up with a consistent worldview by examining that worldview from
Brasco, Ihe true story of
a wide array of different, and possibly competing, perspectives.
Depp's perfomance is also
!*' Joe Pistone (Johnny Depp), impressive. Gradually, we notice
But Hockenhull works at something of a disadvantage. Where
' an undercover FBI agent more and more similarities
Stephen Hawking is still alive and giving lectures when he isn't
who takes on a false identity between Brasco and Lefty, as his
playing poker on Star Trek, Hockenhull cannot directly interact
to infiltrate the mob. Taking undercover work slowly takes over
with his subject, since Huxley died when Hockenhull was only six
on the name of Donnie his life, threatening to destroy his
years old. However, he does have access to a 1957 TV interview
Brasco, he becomes one of marriage and his relationship with
with Huxley on the CBC, as well as a BBC radio interview from
"them" by winning the confi- his children. At one pivotal moment,
1933, and he makes fine use of them indeed.
dence of Lefty Ruggiero (Al when his wife Maggie (Anne Heche)
As Hockenhull himself says during the course of the film. ALi*e^r
Pacino).
accuses him of being like the gangThe Gravity ofLight is not a straightforward account of Huxley's
8an
This film has a talky, almost sters, he declares "Like them? I am
W*roleJ^
life or career. Instead, he mixes Huxley's words with archival footage, 3t0ar
Pulp Fiction-ish feel to it. them." Truly, he fits in perfectly,
D computer animation, talking heads and dramatic recreations of his
But the film
>
_.^
Co
Through the numerous, lengthy fooling all of them, including Lefty,
own life experiences, with actors of a different colour or gender some- could have done without the
P pkyecj ^ *m
times speaking his words for him.
actors staring into the camera and saying things
°hnriy Depjp scenes composed solely of dia- who has become a very close friend.
logue, we delve into the characUltimately, this movie is about
This in-your-face self-awareness—an all too common feature in like, "Which program are you watching? Is the program watching
ters
of Brasco and Lefty in an inti- loyalty. Watching the changes in
Canadian filmmaking—is, perhaps, The Gravity of Light's Achilles' heel. you?" It's as if Hockenhull feared that, by engrossing his audience, he
mate way. Capturing audiences' these characters is interesting. And
Hockenhull is refreshingly direct about the impact Huxley's works have would end up being as manipulative as the technocrats Huxley warned
hearts with his red velour lounge if you have the stamina to listen to
had on him since he first read Brave New World at the age of nine, and against. This is a valid concern, but if Huxley could warn people against
suits and sadly pathetic perfor- all the talk and enjoy the ride
there's something playful—even teasing, in a cerebral sort of way—about drugs and then dabble in LSD anyway, it wouldn't have hurt
mance as a two bit gangster, Pacino through their minds, the movie will
the scene in which a medium, keeping in mind Huxley's own belief in an Hockenhull's film to be similarly discreet in dealing with its own cononce again masters the screen, giv- be no less than a treat: •
afterlife, channels Huxley's response to the film from beyond the grave. tradictions. •

Rationality
by Professor Alvin Plantinga
Professor of Philosophy and
Director of the Center for Philosophy of Religion

University of Notre Dame

A n Evolutionary A r g u m e n t Against
Naturalism
Monday, March 10 at 4:00 pm
Scarfe 100
It is widely taken for granted that the theory of evolution and the
view that nothing exists beyond the natural world (so that there is no
such being as God), are mutually supporting. In this talk, Prof.
Plantinga will argue that these two views in fact go against each
other, and it is irrational to hold both of them.

Pluralism:
A Defense o f Religious Exclusivism
Tuesday, March n at 4:00 pm
Scarfe 100
"Exclusivism" is the usual term for the claim that one religion, or
perhaps parts of one religion are in fact true, all others incompatible
with it being false. Such a position is often condemned these days, on
moral and intellectual grounds, in view of the plurality of religious
experience. A number of specific criticisms of exclusivism will be
considered, and each on e shown either to be unfounded or that it
works equally well against itself. We find that exclusivism is almost a
requirement of clear thinking.

Is B e l i e f i n G o d Rational?
Wednesday, March 12 at 4:00 pm
Scarfe 100
There have been two main kinds of objections to Christian or theistic belief. According to thefirstthere is solid, perhaps conclusive, evidence that Christian belief is false. For instance, one might think that
the argument from evil is compelling, or that Christian doctrines are
incompatible with science. According to the second, belief in God is
unjustified, or irrational, because there is not enough evidence to support it, even if it cannot be refuted. It will be argued that the second
kind of objection, that of the agnostic, is correct only if Christian
belief is false, so that the second kind reduces to the first kind. It follows that the only possibly cogent criticism of Christian belief would
be the argument for its falsehood.
Everyone Welcome! These lectures are sponsored by the
UBC Graduate and Faculty Christian Forum, a group organized to
promote discussion of the Christian faith and its relevance to the academic enterprise at UBC. For more information call 822-3112 or
822-2728. This lecture series is supported financially by a grant from
the UBC Murrin Fund.

lent leadership skills and organisational abilities. Time commitment is approximately fifteen (15) hours per week, including holding regular office hours.

How to Win
Friends and
Influence
People

Y

'our university experience shouldn't be solely
made up of lectures, tutorials, exams and es
says. You want to leave UBC with a sense or
accomplishment and active participation so why not get
involved with the Alma Mater Society (YOUR student
society)! There are so many ways to participate in the AMS
from external lobbying, university concerns, administration, communications...the list goes on! And you'll only
benefit by gaining invaluable work experience, making great
contacts and meeting a lot of fun and interesting people!
Commissions
Student Administrative Commission: SAC used to be
referred to as the "iron fist ofthe AMS," since it was the
organisation that stepped in if a club function required a
police presence to prevent a riot. SAC regulates bookings
and security in SUB, and spends most of its time dealing
with the needs of over 180 clubs.
Vice Chair (SAC Secretary)
Art Gallery Commissioner
Building & Security Commissioner
Constituency Commissioner
Clubs Commissioner

Cool Job
Opportunities
at the AMS !

Special Projects Commissioner
Commissioner At-Large
Finance Commission: The Finance Commission is essentially the AMS' bookkeepers, administering short-term loans to
clubs and constituencies, and making sure that budgets don't go
into the red.
Vice Chair
Constituency Finance Commissioner
Clubs Finance Commissioner
Fundraising Commissioner
Commissioner At-Large
University Commission: The University Commission deals
with on-campus issues such as housing, academics, safety, daycare,
and University policies through lobbying and recommendations.
Vice Chair
Academic Issues Commissioner
Housing Commissioner
Safety Commissioners (2)
Commissioners At-Large (3)

The deadline for all applications is Friday,
March 14,1996 at 4:00 p.m.

Jason Murray
Chair, Nominating Committee
Room 238, Student Union Building
Phone: 822-4403 Pager: 650-4374
E-mail: jzmurray@unixg.ubc.ca

• Director, Student Discounts: AMS Student Discounts
a student service that liaison between intramural teams, clubs,
constituencies, and other UBC organizations with clothing wholesalers and promotional companies.

r is

• Director, Used Bookstore: The Used Bookstore acts as
a consignment agent by providing the framework and support
for students to buy and sell used textbooks.

• Director, AMS Orientations: Orientations is designed
to introduce new students to UBC. In spring, representatives
visit local high schools and give seminars on how a prospective
student should prepare for university in the fall. Also to be
hired: Orientations Assistant (1). Applications for the
Orientations Director position will be automatically considered
for the assistant position.

Pick up your copy of
Tangent Magazine
RIGHT NOW!
Available
absolutely
everywhere.

Detailed descriptions of all above positions are posted
on the main concourse of SUB and available, along with
application forms, from AMS Volunteer Services and the
AMS Executive Offices, SUB 238.

Vice Chairs assist the Executive that chairs the respective
commission and handle the administrative details of the comi mission, including taking minutes, planning meetings, handling
correspondence, and co-ordinating the activities ofthe commissioners. Applicants for Vice Chair positions should have excel-

• Director, JobLink: JobLink is the only studentrun campus employment office in Canada, providing a
link between employers and UBC students. Also to be
hired: JobLink Assistants (2) Applicants for the JobLink
Director position will be automatically considered for the
assistnat positions.

• Director, Safewalk: The SafeWalk program involves student volunteers walking anyone between any
campus destination after dark.

Ombudsperson: Responsible for investigating and
reporting to Council complaints or questions that members of the AMS have with the Society. Sits on Council as
a non-voting member.

Vice Chairs

• Director, Ombudsoffice: The Ombudsoffice can assist
you with difficulties dealing with one of your professors, lab
instructors, or teaching assistants or areas of academic discipline
or faculty guidelines. Also be to hired: Ombudsoffice assistant
positions (2). Applicants will be automatically considered for the
assistant positions.

• Director, Speakeasy: SpeakEasy Peer Counselling
and Information provides peer counselling on a drop-in
or telephone basis for students in need. Also to be hired:
Speakeasy/InfoDesk Assistant (1). Applicants for the
Speakeasy Director position will be automatically considered for the Speakeasy/InfoDesk position.

Officers of Council

Please direct all inquiries and applications to:
External Commission: The External Commission is responsible for lobbying various governments on issues such as postsecondary education funding, universal access and student loans.
Also liaises with other student unions across Canada and around
the world.
Vice Chair
Commissioners At-Large (5)

o you need a job over the summer and during
the school year ? But you want a job that will
challenge you skills, help you gain new ones,
and allow you to assist other UBC students. Well look no
further — the AMS is proud to announce the following
openings in its student services:

S

Commissioners are required to hold five (5) office
hours per week, attend regular commission meetings, and
perform duties specific to their portfolio for a total time
commitment of approximately ten (10) hours per week,
though this varies significandy depending on the portfolio.

• Director, AMS Volunteer Services: Volunteer Services
provides opportunities for students to serve the community
and AMS and explore career options through volunteer experience.

jBJP&tfy
Lofts at Lunch
12:30 pm
SUB Auditorium
•fflt»S«&fc3iB*.,

thursday
Scientific Equipment Trade Show
10:00 am to 4pm
Student Union Building
n.'UtOLHti

friday
Scientific Equipment Trade Show
10:00 am to 4:00 pm
Student Union Building
SUNDAY
A Night of Culture
A multicultural extravaganza!
7:00 pm to 10:00 pm

weekend

Call 8 2 2 - 0 4 0 7 f o r m o r e info
• Director, Tutoring Services: Tutoring Services is an
education project of the AMS and is partially funded by the
Teaching and Learning Enhancement Fund of UBC.
Detailed job descriptions are available in SUB 238. Please
submit a resume and cover letter no later than noon (12:00 pm)
on Thursday, March 20th, 1997 to:
Ruta Fluxgold, AMS Vice President
c/o SUB Room 238
For more information, please contact Ruta Fluxgold, AMS
Vice President, at 822-3092, email at vicepres@ams.ubcc or drop
by SUB Room xxx.

,- • ; • « • •

Kinetica '97 Conference
SUB Ballroom
'--" u ,." % !r^
*v""/H'.i^t
For More Info, call 822-3843
i
|\\|(/
J
"*^

W o u l d y o u like to see y o u r event
here? Call Faye Samson, AMS
Communications Coordinator at
822-1961 for more info!

culture
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Apple tube network runs through the suburbs
Various artists - Suburbia [Universal]
The Suburbia soundtrack presents a nowfamiliar situation. Following in the footsteps of Singles, there's a bunch of great
"alternative" bands performing b-sides,
curiosities and covers that otherwise probably wouldn't see the light of day. Elastica
teams up with Pavement's Stephen
Malkmus, giving tribute to X's 'Unheard
Music,' while Boss Hog gives a screaming
and somehow fitting rendition of the Kinks'
I ' m not like everybody else.' As with most
covers, they're interesting songs, but only
the most ardent fans would need to have
them in their personal collection.
Cult bands Girls Against Boys, Butthole
Surfers and the Flaming Lips serve up stable, though unremarkable, efforts, which
can be said of a great majority ofthe sound
track. Not to say there isn't a hidden gem or
two. Beck's 'Feather in your cap' and

Superchunk's 'Does your hometown care?'
are exceptionally emotive and strangely
catchy songs, but two songs do not make a
soundtrack.
With three new songs and a Thurston
Moore solo effort on this soundtrack, Sonic
Youth is certainly the most well-represented
alternative act on the album. Yet Sonic
Youth can be seen as a symbol for this
soundtrack as a whole: moments of brilliance marked by long periods of mediocrity and sometime staleness. As Beck might
put it, the Suburbia soundtrack is "in
between things and only goes halfway."
—John Zaozirny

Fiona Apple - Tidal [Sony]
There's something about this CD that's distinctly reminiscent of the Eurythmics
before Annie Lennox got married or got religion or got something which made her start

talking with angels and,
as a result, got silly and
boring. It has a kind of
hard-edged nightclub
sound, as though Fiona
Apple is singing through
clenched teeth in some
smoke-filled jazz club
at four o'clock in the
morning. Presumably, this singing style
is supposed to make Apple sound
hardass, and I suppose it kinda does in a
way.
Musically, it's a bit harder to pin down
Apple's sound. It can veer from a low growl
to softly sentimental with all things betwixt
and between, and its pace is slow, almost
relaxed. In keeping with that dark, smoky
nightclub atmosphere, it consists primarily
of piano and voice gently layered up with

it's 2:00 in the morning. Do you know where your .secrets are?
Awn CavouJdan it Don Tapscottanecdotes of surveillance and poor privacy mey could have. We believe me same
Who Knows: Safeguarding Your
gone araay. The extraordinary tales include lwlds true for privacy.*
Privacy fa a Networked World
a fclse arrest b a ^ on a newsgroup postA curious Image springs to mind:
[Katldaflt House]
ing, racist RCMP 'spy* reports, an FBI file *mnhm> nlnwgritfo aBvm.nTn<«,frtii»fg figfrf.
Even if you've never used the internet, onasirfiflrai^woriangonaBchoolpro- ingtag0>toag&fnrt§ra
Monnaiioaabautyoub^ been online for jectaiid a iyse drug conviction based on a on the fundamental right to privacy,
a long time—and you may not like who's name similarity.
Irresistibty, pnptfrgg image emerges—mis
got it
Ifyou consider privaqytobe aainsuffi- time of a frantic, conspiracy-fraught Fox
Cavoulaan and Tapscott want to put dein% protected r i ^ you have to define Mulder,
peopfetocontedoftoisttownto
itanddetoalitTlffiaulnorastruggtewim
Then again, i>rirat^fenoku^iingmatand mey want businesses and govern- me definition, settling on 'me right to be tor for psychiatrists, physidans or
meats to respect others' privacy. Despite let atone." Tls^cmmter *Whatdoyouhave women's shelters. When judges consider
mephraw'networl^worid'mitssubti- toliMerwim*WliydoycnjwanttofcQOw?* files between sexual assaults counsellors
ue, mis book is less about encryption and
But before we get carried away, we or psychologists admissible in court or
backers man it is about legislation and should contrast tbe question *Who whenDoeoliMfilesaTOfoundonabeaAm
policies.
knows?' with "Who cares?* On one band, Bella Bella, the genuine concerns and
^morciu^uy dealing wim me abstract privacy could be me metaphorical hole in fears return,
issue ofprivacy, me aumoreriskbeing dull me ozone layer of me mental environWho is willing to push for more
and academic. The reader must be con- meed:
accountable, accessible, accurate and
vinced into reading pages of international
"As in me beginning of the environ- secure information privacy? Who is going
policy guidelines and legalhistory.
mentaliiKroem»mt a p e i ^ o f i n c u b ^ to care enough? How real is the fear?
Their approach is manifold, coupling appears to be necessary to raise people's Perhaps this book will convince you and
models mat wort (Sweden, Germany, consciousness, to develop an understand- give you me basic took to do something
France) and those lhat don't (USA) with ing of me issues involved and the effects about it Who knows?

ARE YOU
DEPRESSED?
r-y

{ > -
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f you are 18-60 years old, generally in good
health, not currently in psychiatric treatment and have any of the following symptoms:
•
•
•
•
•

Feeling down or sad;
Fatigued or less energy;
Loss of interest or concentration;
No appetite, weight loss;
Insomnia

You may be eligible to participate in a research study of
NEW MEDICATION TREATMENTS for people who suffer
from depression. The study is being conducted by doctors at
the Mood Disorders Clinic, University of British Columbia.

For more information, call 822-7294.

background instrumentation to
round out each song's fullness.
It ain't the kinda thing I would
normally listen to, but it does
make a pleasant background
noise suitable for quiet reflection
over a snifter or two of Armagnac
when one has been up studying
well into the wee hours.
— .Andy Barham

The Tubes - Genius of America
[Popular Critique]
The past year has seen quite a revival ofthe
punk/new wave scene, though it doesn't
seem to have gone very far. The latest addition to the list of early new wavers trying to
woo a new generation of converts to their
cause is punk's answer to Flo n Eddie, the
Tubes.
Flo n Eddie arose out of a Mothers of
Invention tour, slapped out an album or two
poking fun at rock music as it was in the
early 70s, toured briefly with Alice Cooper,
then faded into oblivion. They were smart
enough not to try making a comeback.
I wish I could say the same for the Tubes.
Back in 1979, the Tubes pricked a few punk
bubbles with such memorable pisstakes on
the punk scene as 'I Was A Punk Before You
Were A Punk' and 'White Punks On Dope.'
Musically, the Tubes never really were a
true punk band; in fact, they predate the
punk movement, having begun their career
taking the mickey out of glam rock.
Although they were quick to j u m p on the
punk bandwagon, musically, they remained
rooted in mid-'70s rock.
And now the Tubes are back. Alas, they
remain musically rooted in the mid-'70s. To
make matters worse, they are no longer
poking fun at pop music's pretensions;
rather, they've become deadpan serious.
Sure they've got a message, and it's worth
hearing, but hell, every band has a message
these days. We need someone to prick the
pretensions of popular music in the '90s,
not bash us over the head with how rotten
the world has become.
—AndyBarham

P R O D U C T DEVELOPMENT STRATEGIES
A N D TECHNIQUES FOR MARKETING
IN T H E NINETIES
A free s e m i n a r p r e s e n t e d by the
C a n a d i a n Intellectual Property Office a n d PATSCAN
Date:
Time:
Place:

Wed. 12 M a r c h , 1997
7:00 PM to 9:30 PM
W o o d w a r d T h e a t r e No. 3,
I n s t r u c t i o n a l R e s o u r c e s b l d g . , UBC

Speaker:

Joe Willmott, WTD Management.

"Effective new-product d e v e l o p m e n t tactics are critical to
t h e growth a n d survival of any company manufacturing
g o o d s for c o n s u m e r or industrial markets."
Previously CEO of a US
manufacturing enterprise,
Mr. Willmott has since managed
product launches, mergers,
business start-ups, and acquisitions. He is currently involved
in several BC-based junior
companies marketing
new technologies.

The seminar will appeal to
students, entrepreneurs,
inventors and officers of small
companies wishing to learn the
basics of new-product development.

A question an answer period will follow the presentation. For
more information phone PATSCAN at 822-5404 or fax 822-9532. EMail rsimmer@unixg.ubc.ca or visit our web page at
http://www.library.ubc.ca/patscan
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We are an autonomous, democratically run
student organisation, and all students are
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Editorials are chosen and written by the
Ubyssey staff. They are the expressed opinion of the staff, and do not necessarily
reflect the views of The Ubyssey
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British Columbia.
The Ubyssey is a founding member of
Canadian University Press (CUP) and firmly
adheres to CUP's guiding principles.
All editorial content appearing in The
Ubyssey is the property of The Ubyssey
Publications Society. Stories, opinions, photographs and artwork contained herein
cannot be reproduced without the
expressed, written permission of The
Ubyssey Publications Society.
Letters to the editor must be under
300 words. Please include your phone
number, student number and signature
(not for publication) as well as your year
and faculty with all submissions. ID will be
checked when submissions are dropped off
at the editorial office of The Ubyssey, otherwise verification will be done by phone.
"Perspectives" are opinion pieces over 300
words but under 750 words and are run
according to space.
"Freestyles" are opinion pieces w r i t ten by Ubyssey staff members. Priority
will be given to letters and perspectives over freestyles unless the latter is
time senstitive. Opinion pieces will not
be run until the identity of the writer has
been verified.
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6138 Student Union Boulevard,
Vancouver, BC. V6T1Z1
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Due you hear the people sing?
It's been some time since so many different
groups within the UBC community had so
much to say to the university's senior administration. And longer still since the response
was so deafening a silence.
It's not as though the community's concerns are all that divergent or complicated. In
fact the chorus is getting a bit monotonous:
the administration's version of due process
in planning everything from buildings to budgets is nominal at best.
Last week UBC's faculty met members of
Campus Planning's administrative staff to
discuss the proposed Liu Centre. The centre,
if realised, will be a forum for international
studies—not something the majority of faculty have a problem with. The problem is not
with the centre itself but the way in which its
site on campus is being chosen. Faculty
Board of Governors rep Philip Resnick captured the mood ofthe meeting with the recitation of what has become a student and faculty mantra under the Strangway administration: T am seriously concerned about the
process of consultation."

The Child Study Centre at the faculty of
Education is to close this June based on what
many have described as the unilateral decision ofthe dean. The litany of complaint from
parents, staff and faculty at the facility has
been unceasing. The main complaint has
been not the closure itself but the process
involved.
A $90 technology tax on students seems
almost certain to be imposed this coming
September. Despite much student representation on the committees struck to discuss the
matter, frequent and ardent requests for a
meaningful student referendum were
denied. The process, student groups say, was
a bit of a sham.
Tuition fees for foreign graduate students
rose by 310 percent last month. The decision,
which has been widely condemned within the
university community, was taken while the
Dean of Graduate Studies was out of town.
Due process? The Senate didn't think so.
Though it is rarely much moved in such
debates, it went so far as to condemn the
increase and demand that the Board of

Governors rescind it. Without success.
What is perhaps most telling in this saga is
not what the issues are, but who is complaining. For once it is not simply us idealistic
young twentysomethings who are frequently
dismissed as having a faint grip on reality.
The most ardent and damning criticism is
coming from the faculty and community.
Students are shouting too, but for once we are
not alone.
In fact, for the first time in a long time students' chorus of disapproval of the university's single-minded and indifferent administration is being drowned out by that coming
from elsewhere. For a change, students are
singing the protest back up.
Let's just hope the new vocal arrangement
has some effect or that the new president has
different tastes in listening.
Because at the moment due process at
UBC is so long over due as to be given up for
lost and the relationship between process
and planning on campus seems much what
the relationship between process and cheese
is at Kraft. •
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It all started off so innocently: Todd
Silver had gone to pick up Neal Razzell at
Sarah Galashan's house. By the time they
got home, they realised someone had
pissed all over their kitchen floor, and
that somebody hadn't been the cat. Andy
Barham's pirate shoes were soked right
through. So were Ian Gunn and Wah Kee
Ting's sneakers. Richard Lam and Wolf
Depner's hiking boots were also in desperate need of a wash. Peter T.
Chattaway's Reebok's were so full of
urine that they were beginning to leak,
and Sarah O'Donnell's clogs made an
unpleasant swishing noise when Joe
Clark picked them up. Scott Hayward
started to laugh when he figured out
what had happened, while Federico
Barahona inspected his soggy soccer
cleats. Paul Kamon, Peggy Lee and Red
Saunders decided they would just get a
bucket and clean it up, but Richelle Rae
and Faith Armitage were no help
because they just couldn't stop laughing.
Emily Mak, however, did not find the situation amusing since Robin Yeatman's
converse were left with an unpleasant
odour. Ben Koh and Rachana Raizada
just turned around, not wanting to risk
their own shoes. Charlie Cho, Alison Cole
and John Zaorirny decided they wouldn't
even waste their time scrubbing, they
just went out and bought new shoes.

(iiririrtjgn
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Take aim before
you throw shit
Let me get this straight: sit-ins at
four universities works once,
fails thrice, and The Ubyssey concludes, "Good, old-fashioned,
grassrootts shit disturbing does
work."(Editorial, Feb.25)
There would seem to be a fundamental analytical error at play
here. The same independent
variable, a student sit-in, in four
cases cannot explain two different outcomes, presidential intransigence and presidential
acquiescence. The sit-ins were
obviously irrelevant. The behaviour of the presidents exhibited
at the different universities must
have other causes.
Why did the president of
Carelton assume the students'
cause and write a nasty letter to
the government of Ontario?
Perhaps he is an invertebrate
who capitulated to student
stormtroopers as soon as they
said boo to him. Or maybe, and
probably more likely, he was
broadly sympathetic to the students' concerns before they occupied his office.
What is the moral ofthe story?

Know the person at whom you
throw shit.
Hamish Telford
doctoral candidate (poli.sci)

Give a hand to
cultural clubs
On Sunday, March 9th, at 7 PM
in the SUB Ballrom two UBC
clubs will be presenting the
fourth Annual night of Culture, a
multi-cultural extravaganza with
net proceeds benefitting the Red
Cross's Central African Relief
fund. The AMS clubs, MOSAIC
and UBC ONE, are both committed to promoting cross-cultural
understanding through organising charitable and social events
around campus, and this week's
fundraiser is their first venture
together.
MOSAIC (formerly known as
OASIS) was founded three years
ago by a group of UBC students
who felt that the various ethnic
clubs on campus at the time
weren't doing enough to reach
out to one another. The new club
focused primarily on organising
social events in its first year and
has since expanded to encom-

pass charitable pursuits such as
the recent book-drive in the SUB,
as well as providing a host of
informal get-together and sporting events for its diverse membership. UBC ONE was founded
last year by a group of students
interested in international cooperation, and it has since grown to
meet the needs of its members
from all walks of life. This past
year has the humanitarian and
social club adopt the motto "ONE
in making the world a better
place," and they have striven to
do that through events such as
multi-cultural potluck dinners,
visits to religious temples, and
sandwich making for the homeless.
At the beginning of the school
year the two clubs decided to collaborate on an event that
MOSAIC'S early members had
founded: the Night of Culture.
The evening provides the opportunity for members of different
ethnic and cultural groups to
perform dances, songs or theatrical pieces before an audience
in the SUB. Past performers
have represented cultures from
as far away as Eastern Europe,
the British Isles, the Pacific Rim,
and the Middle East. This year's

list is just as diverse, with choristers from Croatia, Bhangra
dancers from India, and bagpipers from Scotland being just
a few of the groups partcipating.
Net proceeds from ticket sales
at the event will go to the Red
Cross's fund set up to help the
inhabitants of war-torn countries
in central Africa. In April 1994, a
conflict in Rwanda between the
Hutus and the Tutsis resulted in
half a million deaths and two million people fleeing the country
for neighbouring Zaire, Tanzania, Uganda and Burundi.
Since that time international aid
organisations have been struggling to meet the needs of the
hundreds of thousands affected
by the fighting and subsequent
exodus. Because of this great
need MOSAIC and ONE hope that
the UBC community will strongly
support this Sunday's event.
Tickets are $8 in advance (call
822-0407), $10 at the door, and
a Red Cross representative will
be there to make a brief presentation and accept further donations on behalf of the organisation.
Kate Evans
Arts 4
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Repeal 'provocation' murder defense ( J l f i w i l l f f f OF G l
From my experience, it has been the attitude of
tr\ take
t ^ l r a for
fnr granted
rrrirttnA
tViat
the people around me to
that
justice prevails in the justice system. I question
this view when I see two 20 year-old men
receive six and a half years in prison for the
savage beating and murder of a woman. I
doubt a system that allows this murder to be
reduced to mere manslaughter. I also question
a legal defense that enables a man to murder his wife if she "provokes" him by
awarding the guilty party only a
five year jail term for this
"manslaughter."
The first case appeared
in Maclean's (Feb. 10, 97
issue), and was said to be
controversial in terms of
the race of the woman
involved. Two white,
middle-class men beat
a native prostitute to
death. Justice Ted
Malone in Saskatch
ewan specifically instructed jurors to consider that the men
had been drinking
anrl that the woman was a prostitute. This
comment seems to have influenced the jury's
decision of manslaughter. Natives have taken
issue over the fact that this was a case of two
white males against a native, which the courts
apparently believe merited the lesser sentence. I highlight the fact that not only was this
a case involving white men, this was a case of
white men against a native woman who was
prostitute. This case openly displays the gross
excess of influential power that the white, the
non-poor, and the male have in the judicial
process.

her with his bare hands and then a pillowcase.
T-To was
UISC apparently
3 T i n 3 r P n t l v in
IT) a
H fit
f i t of
n f jealousy
lPalnil«V h
praiNP
He
because
of an alleged comment his wife had made.
There were no signs of a struggle. The man
went to court and stated that he killed his wife
because she had made him jealous. This led to
a sentence of manslaughter and
five years in prison (he will
be eligible for parole next
spring). The sentence of
manslaughter
likely
occurred because of the
jury's consideration of
"provocation-type
evidence" which denied the
defendant's responsibility
for murder because it was
seen as the result of a victiminduced angry state in which
the defendant could not contemplate
the consequences of his actions.
The use of the provocation defense,
which is prevalantly used in cases of violence against women, gives the man an
excuse for his violent behaviour. The law basically blames the victim for her own murder.
The [jealous husband] case has led to national
outrage from women's groups and concerned
public. Letters and a petition to change the
Criminal Code have been distributed (and can
be accessed on the Internet) to be then given to
government officials such as Justice Minister
Allan Rock. This petition may help the system
rid itself of a defense that frequently excuses
men for their "uncontrollable" anger and
reasserts the influential power that men have
over women.

A man who had been witnessed as abusive
and controlling of his wife eventually strangled

E.Falconer
Psychology (Bachelor of Science)

tV>a n o n n l o n r n i i T i ^ rr\n

For more information and petition access:
http://www.yukonweb.com/community/susan
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As 1 paused to check the workshop participants list it hit me just what an
unprecedented thing had occurred at
the Premier's Youth Forum. All weekend, cabinet ministers and MLAs
rolled up their shirtsleeves alongside
ordinary youths to sit down and discuss issues important to young people.
It wasn't until I saw their names
inscribed in the workshop lists along
with every other participant in no special order of rank, mat I realised what
had happened here over the past few
days.
Never before have the representatives of a sitting government sat down
with ordinary, never mind youthful,
citizens to discuss their concerns.
Government conferences axe usually a giant sop to public opinion since
the state has already long since made
tip its mind, An activist soon learns the
real purpose underlying Crown
Inquiries, Royal Commissions and the
like.
So, as a reluctant bitterly cynical
and jaded activist, I w,ent to the
Premier's Youth Forum. I'd only seen
him up dose once, shortly after he'd
won the leadership race, and my only
lasting impression had been: 'Here is a
man who wants to be liked.'
Since then, the media has portrayed
Glen Clark as a smooth operator with
the panache of a used car salesman:
clever, dynamic, even charismatic, but
also slick, possibly crafty, certainly not
to be trusted. And definitely not a man
ofthe people.

GRID [LISS1997

But Glen
Clark in person comes
across as
the sort of guy you might sit
around chewing the fat with
over a coupla cold ones. I
kept expecting him to say
'Hell, let's go grab a beer somewhere and talk about this stuff."
I began to feel as though there
was a bond between the premier,
myself and MLA Jenny Kwan. We're all
part of that generation which followed
immediately behind the baby boom.
Our history is one of being constantly
drowned out by the noise and bluster
of that generation which preceded us.
We all know the stinging humiliation
of being dismissed by people not much
older than ourselves.
Isn't Clark's government doing precisely what a democratic government
is supposed to do: govern of the people, by the people, for the people? As I
got to know the premier, I arrived at a
different view of the man from that in
the openly hostile media. I went in a
cynic, and I came out a believer, not
just in the forum, but in Glen Clark
himself.
Mr Clark, as an old cynic who still
carries a trace ofyouthful idealism and
currently feels more hopeful than he
has felt in a hell of a long time, I hope
you won't let me down.

frees

AndyBarnham
Science 4
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THE GIFTS
(1) $3000 to fix the Cheeze Factory Roof
(2) $3000 for the EUS Endowment Fund
(3) $3000 to upgrade the EUS Publication
computer
(4) $2500 for a SUS security alarm
(5) $3000 to upgrade SUS computer network
(6) $3000 for a new CD-ROM workstation in
Woodward Library
(7) $2753 to upgrade CiTR computer equipment
(8) $3000 to build new SUB banner boxes
(9) $2500 to purchase a colour laser printer
for the Nursing LRC
(10) $3 000 to replace furniture in the Med
Student & Alumni Center
(11) $3 000 to buy a FUS photocopier
(12) $3000 to commission a mural for the
BUCH A stairwell
(13) $3 00 for a microwave in Law
(14) $3000 for CUS computer & copier

The Grad C l a s s AGM i s
your chance t o v o t e
on which g i f t s y o u ' d
l i k e to leave for
future students.
Quorum i s 5% of t h e
g r a d u a t i n g c l a s s , and
i n exchange f o r your
t i m e , w e ' l l g i v e you
a sub sandwich and a
BEvERage. Drop by t h e
SUB Partyroom between
11:3 0am and 7:30pm!

Trldaq marcl 7
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Should higher
parking fees subsidise bus passes
for students?
f
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Student Fee Forums
^ ^ ^ n M A R C H , the UBC Board
I l k
I of Governors will consid• • • • e r several student fee
proposals, including a new Student
Technology Fee and increases to
the Teaching
and
Learning
Enhancement Fund, the Student
Aid Fund, and the Athletics and
Recreation Fee.
To provide students with further
opportunities for discussion and
input, we have scheduled four onehour meetings, with each session
targeted at students from a particular group of faculties (though open
to everyone).

These meetings will consist of forty
minutes of short presentations by
students and faculty members
about the significant benefits
derived from the fees, followed by
twenty minutes for audience participation.
Students in any faculty are welcome at any off the meetings.
We strongly urge students and
faculty members to attend.
In addition to the meetings,
a special e-mail address
stf@unixg.ubc.ca
has been established to provide an
opportunity to offer comments or
ask questions related to any of the
student fees.

Wednesday
March 5

Thursday
March 6

12:30-1:30pm

12:30-1:30pm

MacLeod 2 1 4

Buchanan B 3 2 0

Applied Science
Forestry
Agricultural Sciences

Arts
Law

Proposed Fees
and Changes
Student Technology Fee
This proposed fee, to be set at $90/year for full-time students, will
provide new funds dedicated to support student information technology initiatives.
Athletics and Recreation Fee
This fee, formerly called the Student Activity Fee, will be used to
support athletic and recreation programs and facilities. The fee is
presently $130.22.
It is proposed that it be gradually increased over the next five years.
For 1997/98, the proposed increase is $9.22.This increase will be
offset by a $20 reduction in the Student Recreation Centre (SRC)
fee. The SRC fee will be eliminated in 1998/99.
Teaching and Learning Enhancement Fund (TLEF)
This money is used to fund projects designed to encourage
improvement and innovation in teaching and learning.
Student Aid Fund (SAF)
This money is used to support students in financial need through
bursaries.
TheTLEF and the SAF are assessed as a percentage of tuition and
are included in tuition. Both of these funds were established in
1991. The goals were 4.5% of tuition for each fund. In 1996 /97 the
TLEF represented 3.5% of tuition and the SAF represented 4% of
tuition. It is proposed that both of these funds be increased in
1997 /98 to meet the goals. This will represent approximately
$36/student based on a 30 credit program.

